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2 Wolfgang Raible

1 Some essentials
The present text deals with language change. In the case outlined below this amounts
to a change in the techniques of subordination. This change is connected with a change
in language type. My considerations will be based upon six essentials:

(1) Any language has to cope with a basic problem. The message a speaker wants to
transmit to a hearer is a multi-dimensional whole1. In order to be communicated,
this whole has to be taken to pieces, pieces which are then strung onto the uni-
dimensional thread of discourse. It is the task of the hearer to put these pieces
together, to rearrange them in such a way as to form a new pluri-dimensional
whole. This aspect was recognized very clearly by a philosopher of French en-
lightenment, ÉTIENNE BONNOT DE CONDILLAC (1715-1780). The main prob-
lem in this domain is that it is not possible to find an optimal solution in the
endeavour to linearize the pluri-dimensional. The advantages a solution A might
have on a level A inevitably entail disadvantages on a level B2. Nevertheless,
speakers time and again make attempts at solutions which are intended to make
possible, on all grammatical levels, one central task: “la liaison des idées” (Con-
dillac), the re-combining of pieces to wholes. This is the task of grammars: they
are combinatorial systems whose raison d’être lies in this task. [300]

(2) This leads us to a second essential: As has been said, speakers dissociate wholes
into parts and they string these parts onto the thread of discourse. Now, as
the speaker knows the whole, we may suppose that he knows what he wants
to be transmitted and he intends this to be understood by the hearer. Speakers
should be interested to provide conditions that enable hearers to rearrange parts
to wholes or, in other words: a system in which multi-dimensional wholes are
decomposed and linearized has to be a system which serves, above all, the inter-
ests of the hearer.

Phenomenologists like EDMUND HUSSERL have seen the problem this way3.
The late RENÉ THOM, a French mathematician and topologist, would quote in
this context a maxim taken from the field of jurisprudence: Looking for the un-
known author of, say, a crime, the first question usually is: Cui prodest? or, as
an assertion: Is fecit, cui prodest: Hearers shape language systems - because a
language system serving in the first place the interests of speakers (speakers, for
instance, like economy) has anything but a promising future.

(3) Dependency grammar seems to be the most powerful model for sentence gram-
mar, at least for Indo-European languages. In the model of dependency gram-

1Try to represent in an image the content of “This is the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt
that lay in the house that jack built”: You will need at least four dimensions. – The example is from
Piattelli-Palmarini 2002.

2Cp. to this effect Lüdtke 1980.
3Cp. Raible 1980a.
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mar, the verb is the ordering center of the sentence. Verbs are highly unsaturated
and have to be complemented by nominal elements or noun groups. Using the
metaphor of theater favored by LUCIEN TESNIÈRE: The verb is the nucleus of
a little drama prompting a certain number of roles for actants. For the sake of
the hearer, it is the task of the grammatical system to make clear, by a scale of
grammatical means, which actant plays which grammatical role. (Scholars dis-
liking dependency grammar as a typically French manifestation of Prague school
structuralism may find comfort in predicate calculus as proposed by HANS REI-
CHENBACH and fostered by Generative Semantics: predicate calculus and de-
pendency grammar are largely isomorphous.)

(4) It is useful to distinguish the tasks of oral and written discourse. The range of
functions brought about by these two types of communication are quite different.
This has been outlined, e. g., by EDWARD SAPIR, more recently by TALMY

GIVÓN4. Written communication lacks the aid of the situational context. Thus it
has to be much more precise, explicit, and exact than oral communication. For
instance, it is well-known that the transition of a language community from oral
to written [301] culture triggers the development of new syntactic devices. This
has been shown, with reference to the development of Old Spanish, by GEORG

BOSSONG. He argues that syntactical complication was made necessary, among
other things, by the translation of texts belonging to the written Arabic culture5.
The special conditions of written communication should be borne in mind when
we consider the subordination techniques of Latin.

The following two essentials directly concern the history of language, resp. the
history of Latin.

(5) From the point of view of the history of language or of language change, the
status quo of a language always represents the simultaneousness of the non-
simultaneous, “die Gleichzeitigkeit des Ungleichzeitigen”6. If we proceed from
the assumption that language systems have to solve problems which underly
cognition and human communication, and if we assume that for certain prob-
lems there exist scales of techniques forming a continuum, continua of this kind
will be “the space in which language changes occur”. In language change one
technique will be replaced by another, but all the techniques, those growing ob-
solete, the flourishing ones, and the techniques bound to be the main devices
of future, are present in the synchrony of the language system7. Those different

4For the difference between spoken and written discourse, cp. the stimulating contributions by Koch/
Oesterreicher 1985 and Ludwig 1986. See also Raible 1987.

5Cp. Bossong 1979.
6Cp. for this notion, e. g., Raible 1996; another example is in Raible 1997 (six different techniques

for expressing the relation of genitive.)
7For the idea of dimensions manifesting themselves in a scale of techniques, I refer to Hansjakob

Seiler and his research project on language universals and typology. Cp. for instance the “Introduction”
in Seiler 1986.
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techniques that coincide in the synchrony of language will belong to different
registers or different styles. The techniques growing obsolete usually have high
stylistic value and are typical for written language. The techniques advancing
in productivity, i. e. the techniques of the future, are typically oral, initially they
belong to colloquial and familiar speech.

(6) Latin, by virtue of its Indo-European origins, seems to be a language of the SOV-
type. According to essential (3), I should speak of an “A1A2V-language” (A1 =
first actant), but in the domain of Indo-European languages, the term “SOV will
be sufficient8. The Romance offsprings of Latin —which are SVO-languages—
show that, from Latin to Romance as well as in Latin itself, there has been a
major change in the ordering of the main constituents of sentences. This change
in the linear order of the actants and the verb has to do with a major number of
rearrangements in the grammatical system9. [302]

2 Some facts worth attention
After this prologue in the heaven of –relatively– pure theory, a return to earthly reality
is at stake. I shall begin with some rather plain facts. If we take an English, German, or
a Romance example of a subordinate clause, our feeling of native or trained speakers
tells us that subordinate clauses have to be placed on the right hand side of the main
verb: “I wish that he come”, “je veux qu’il vienne”, “ich will, dass er kommt”, and so
on. The common explanation for the emergence of the (later) conjunctions dass, that is:
“Ich (S) will (V) das (O): er kommt”. This presupposes SVO-ordering. A subordinate
clause at the beginning of the sentence is unusual, sometimes even impossible. Yet
our Middle-European linguistic instinct is powerless against Latin reality. There, the
opposite principle seems to be at work. The “normal” place of subordinate clauses,
especially in older stages of Latin, is on the left hand side of the main verb. If we
wanted to say in Latin “It will be easy to ascertain what judgement you will pronounce
when I shall have notified what is the matter”, we would be prone to write:

Facile erit statuere quam sententiam dicatis, cum aperuero, quid agatur.

Cicero writes instead (in his fifth Philippica [V,6]):

Quid autem agatur, cum aperuero, facile erit statuere quam sententiam
dicatis.

The tendency to ante-position of subordinate clauses is most apparent in the writings
of the Roman historians. In this respect, Julius Caesar is an excellent source. A self-
evident (however somewhat extreme) example is taken from Bellum Gallicum (BG)
3,3 (the skeleton of the main clause is printed in italics, all the rest being subordinate):

8I refer to an important contribution by Klaus Heger (Heger 1982).
9As regards the hypothetical Indo-European original language as SOV- language, see for instance

Braunmüller 1982 and Schrodt 1983.
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His nuntiis acceptis Galba, cum neque opus hibernorum munitionesque plane
essent perfectae neque de frumento reliquoque commeatu satis esset provisum,
quod deditione facta obsidibusque acceptis nihil de bello timendum existimave-
rat, consilio celeriter convocato sententias exquirere coepit.10

The ante-position of subordinate clauses seems to be a phenomenon common to
Italic languages and dialects11. Apart from passages in the Roman historians it is par-
ticularly current in legal texts12.

As far as subordination is concerned, there is another phenomenon which seems
unfamiliar to us: Latin provides the possibility to subordinate clauses without a sub-
ordinating conjunction. In such cases, subordination is marked only by the mood of
the [303] finite verb (subjunctive), i. e. by means of a verbal form. As a rule, we find,
especially in older documents, tokens of subordinate clauses in ante-position. I quote
a few examples:

– amicus ueniat licet;

– in tabulas publicas referatur facito (Lex Iulia Municipalis, 44 B. C.);

– facias volo.

It should be noted, however, that the Rhetorica ad Herennium (4,10,14) qualifies
cases like “satisfacias oportet” as specimens of a simple style13.

3 The (relatively) simple explanation of the facts men-
tioned

In the discussion stimulated by JOSEPH H. GREENBERG’S seminal article on word-
order typology (Greenberg 1963), much has been said on word-order. Especially schol-
ars like WINFRED P. LEHMANN have established entire lists of phenomena character-
istic for languages with the word-order types ‘SOV and ‘VSO’. The only problem is

10“Después de haber recibido estas noticias, Galba —dado que ni los trabajos para finalizar el campo
de invierno fueron terminados ni tuvieron a su disposición una cantidad suficiente ni de trigo ni del
resto de lo que se necesita para vivir, porque él había creído que, tras capitular los enemigos y tras
tomar rehenes de estos, no había de qué preocuparse— después de haber convocado urgentemente los
miembros del consejo de guerra, les preguntó su opinión.”

11See, e. g., Hofmann/Szantyr 1965.
12It should be clear that there have always been exceptions due to the iconic representation of con-

tents, especially in the case of hypothetic periods (“if... then”) or consecutive constructions.
13In some of the Romance languages the possibility of subordination by means of the unique sub-

junctive subsists, but only under very restrictive conditions. The most important of these conditions is
the (immediate) post-position of the subjunctive. Cp. ital. “credo venga”. The Latin ordering “venga
credo” is not possible.
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that there is no valid explanation for the fact that, e. g., the ordering type ‘SOV com-
bines with postpositions and with the order ‘genitive-noun’. LEHMANN or THEO VEN-
NEMANN, a German scholar, only give, to term it with BERNARD COMRIE, “formal
explanation(s), without any further consideration of the question why this particular
explanation should hold”14.

This “why” is (relatively) easy to grasp if we consider the first three of my essen-
tials (i. e. those concerning the problem of linearization, of hearer-orientedness, and
of dependency grammar). I will illustrate this by means of an example. My example
is the Latin version of the sentence ‘Brutus, the nephew of Cato, killed Caesar in the
building of the senate’.

FIGURE 1: A simplified and slightly modified stemma of Brutus nepos Catonis Caesarem in
domo senatus necavit.

[304] Apart from the conception already mentioned of a dichotomy between the
verb and the actants, this stemmatic representation involves one further assumption that
has to be made explicit: the ordering of the actants/circumstants from left to right. Indo-
European languages have a so-called subject-conjugation, which implies that every
finite verb has to have an implicit or explicit “first actant”, whereas not all verbs entail
a second actant, and so forth. Beyond any doubt, it would be to the benefit of the
hearer if, on the level of the actants, linearization began with the actant which is always
present, then follow with the actant which is next in frequency, and so on.

Our task is now to linearize this stemma, i. e. to string it onto the thread of dis-
course. It is quite obvious that there are always two extreme solutions for this kind of
problem: The one going from top to bottom, the other from bottom to top. The first of
these extreme types would result in:

Necavit [V] Brutus nepos Catonis [S] Caesarem [O] in domo senatus [Place]

In this first case threading begins with the structural center of the sentence, i. e. with
the verb ‘necavit’; then it continues with the actants, going from left to right, and,

14Comrie 1981.
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within the particular actants or circumstants, always from top to bottom. - In the other
extreme solution, threading takes the opposite direction, beginning with the first actant
and ending with the structural center of the sentence. This time, we get something like

Catonis nepos Brutus [S] Caesarem [O] senatus domo in [Place] necavit [V]

If we did not take into consideration the indication of the place where this mur-
der happened, we could characterize the two extreme types of actant and verb or-
dering with ‘VSO’ viz. ‘SOV. Obviously these types exhibit, beside the order of the
actants, further specific characteristics relating to the inner structure of the actants:
The type which threads downwards leads to the order ‘noun-genitive’ (resp. ‘noun-
adjective’), whereas the type ‘SOV, threading upwards, results in the order ‘genitive-
noun’, ‘adjective-noun’, i. e. ‘Catonis nepos’ and so on. Since subject or object clauses
are clauses acting as substitutes for the respective actants, they should be treated in the
same manner. In other words: Within the type ‘SOV we obtain the characteristic order
‘clause-sentence’, whereas the type ‘VSO’ shows the order ‘sentence-clause’.

[305] Up to this point one can deduce these considerations with a perfect logic
particularly from ch. 6 to 14 of LUCIEN TESNIÈRE’S Élements de syntaxe structurale.
What has been called ‘direction of threading’ is, in TESNIÈRE’S terms, “Le sens du
relevé linéaire”. Since for Tesnière the verb is the center of the sentence, he calls the
extreme type which threads from top to bottom the ‘centrifugal type’. The other one
will thus be the ‘centripetal type’15.

We know from the work of TESNIÈRE, GREENBERG, and others that these ex-
treme types exist and that they possess the features which can be deduced from the
stemma. Nevertheless, this type of explanation seems to have a serious shortcoming:
The types in question show further characteristics which seem to go beyond the ex-
planatory power of the stemmatic method or, more specifically, beyond the range of the
above essentials (1) and (3). It is, e. g., an empirically well-established fact that SOV
languages –when using grammemes on the actants in order to mark the grammatical
role which actants have with respect to the verb– show a high affinity to postpositions
or “case endings”. In VSO languages, we meet with the exact reverse. If they mark
case relations on the nouns, they prefer prepositive signals.

The reason for these preferences is so obvious and so trivial that its discovery was
perhaps beyond the scope of linguistics proper: it was RENÉ THOM’S merit to set
it forth. Since it is the function of case endings or prepositions to make clear to the
hearer the grammatical role of a particular actant regarding the ordering center of the
sentence, i. e. the verb, and since it is the role of such elements to help the hearer
–essential (2)– to establish the correct linkage between the actants and the verb, the
linking elements have to be placed where such elements are most significantly placed,
namely between the entities that are to be linked16.

15For somewhat similar considerations, but against a background of Generative Semantics, see Antin-
ucci 1977.

16Cp. Thom 1973, here p. 242. Later on, somewhat similar ideas were put forward by the Hungarian
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Once more, what holds for the actants is also valid for clauses. Here, too, the link-
age element is optimally placed between the parts which have to be linked together.
Thus we can expect a linkage element between the verb and the clause(s) in the case
of VSO; in the case of SOV, instead, the linking element comes is placed, e. g., be-
tween the object clause and the main verb of the sentence. If we mark the linking
element (which establishes, for the hearer, the specific relation between the actant [or
the clause] and the verb) by an asterisk, the extreme types will show the following
characteristics: [306]

SOV VSO
post-determinative case-marking (if
there is case-marking on the nouns at
all), that is S* O* V

pre-determinative case-marking (if
there is case-marking on the nouns),
that is V *S *0

the subordination marker of the clause
tends to be placed at the end of the
clause (cl* V)

the subordination marker of the clause
tends to be placed at the beginning of
the clause (V*cl)

generally: nominal and clausal post-
determination

generally: nominal and clausal pre-
determination

As for the internal organization of actants we shall have:

genitive-noun noun-genitive
adjective-noun noun-adjective

There could be deduced further characteristics of the two types17.
It appears that Latin shows a considerable number of the “ideal” characteristics

of the type which uses SOV for the ordering of the actants and the verb. This is not
very surprising for those who subscribe to the thesis that the source of Indo-European
languages was a language belonging to this SOV type. Nevertheless, Latin shows
some important “irregularities”: Its nouns have post-determining case-markers, but

fenno-ugrist P. Hajdu. - It is striking that ideas with a particularly fruitful impact in a branch of sci-
ence often come from outside the discipline. In linguistics, apart from René Thom (mathematics and
topology), good examples are Francesco Antinucci, Karl Bühler (psychologists) or Joseph H. Greenberg
(anthropology).

17The same principle of linkage could apply to the marking, for the hearer, of the relation between
two nouns, for instance within an actantial syntagma: In a ‘genitive-noun’ ordering, the linkage element
is optimally placed at the end of the first noun; in the reverse ordering ‘noun-genitive’, the optimal
position is at the head of the ‘genitive’. A further characteristic of the type ‘SOV are post-determining
question particles –, e. g., Latin -ne which is added to that part of the sentence which, in a particular
case, is in question.
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they have, too –should we say already?– prepositions. Postpositions are (already) rare;
moreover, Latin has (already) conjunctions, i. e. is subordination markers at the begin-
ning of clauses. This fact –which will turn out to be an instance of the above essential
(5), the simultaneousness of the non-simultaneous in language– will be of special in-
terest for the problem under consideration. But before this point can be treated, I shall
discuss a few shortcomings of the two types characterized as ‘extreme’, ‘pure’, or
‘ideal’.

4 The shortcomings of the extreme types
In the first of the six essentials it was already mentioned that there will never be a
satisfactory solution to the objective of linearizing the pluri-dimensional. To put it in
the words of LUCIEN TESNIÈRE: [307]

II y a (...) antinomie entre l’ordre structural, qui est a plusieurs dimensions (ré-
duites à deux dans le stemma), et l’ordre linéaire, qui est à une dimension. Cette
antinomie est la “quadrature du cercle” du langage. Sa résolution est la condition
sine qua non de la parole18.

The two extreme solutions outlined above may be consistent and coherent solutions
from the point of view adopted before. Nonetheless, they may lead to serious problems
for the hearer. I want to deal only with the problems characteristic of the “consistent”
SOV type. Here the most important problems originate – precisely in clausal subordi-
nation. In order to show this, the above stemma shall be modified slightly. By adding
a relative clause to the object of the sentence we may obtain the following stemma:

FIGURE 2: Problems raised by the linearization of a modified version of the sentence from
Figure 1: a reltive clause is added to the object.

18Tesnière 1959, livre I, ch. 7, §3. “Hay antinomía entre el orden esctural que tiene varias dimensiones
(reducidas a dos en el estema) y el lineal con una única. Esta antinomía es la “cuadratura del círculo”
del lenguaje. Su solución es la condicio sine qua non del habla.”
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If we linearize this stemma according to the SOV principle, i. e. “from bottom to
top”, we get:

Catonis – nepos – Brutus – Gallos – vicit – . . .

Then would follow the subordinator for the relative clause qui, then Caesarem, and
so on. This solution has an obvious flaw: it is a trap for the hearer. Having decoded the
perfect SOV sequence Catonis nepos Brutus Gallos vicit ..., he will have to cancel what
he has understood up to this point. ANTINUCCI has shown this problem in connection
with relative clauses, but it exists for all types of subordinate clauses with a finite verb,
the “normal” order of clauses in an “ideal” SOV system being Cl*V. Since the clause
structure will recursively be SOV, this means: . . . (SOV)*V.

[308] How do speakers of SOV languages react in order to avoid such pitfalls linked
with subordination? If we have a look at Turkish as a relatively pure SOV language,
we can discern two kinds of solutions:

(a) If the form of the verb closing the clause is grammatically different from the corre-
sponding verbal form of the main sentence, the problem disappears: such verbal forms
are non-finite verb forms„ e. g., infinitives or participles.

(b) Whenever the verb of the subordinate clause in such a language is as finite as the verb
of the main sentence, special forms of finite verbs have to be introduced. In Turkish,
this is the case for the so-called modus conditionalis. A somewhat similar device exists
in Japanese in the so-called ‘conditional form’. Still more typical for Japanese is the
difference between sentence-closing syntagms and syntagms without that virtue, e. g.,
the ‘conjunctional forms’ of the verb, and so on19.

After this brief glance at Turkish (and Japanese)20, we immediately understand the
“motivation” of the subordinative devices in Latin as an offspring of the Indo-European
type ‘SOV’. We see for instance why the construction called alblativus absolutus ––a
nice example was already on p. 5–– harmonizes with this type of ordering of the ac-
tants and the verb. Let us take an example:

Ariovisto victo Caesar Lugdunum rediit21.

19For Japanese, see, e. g., Lewin 1959, §118 (“Flexionsformen des Verbs”), §213 (“Die Satzverbin-
dung”), §§214, 216. — For Turkish I consulted Lewis 1965. For the special forms and problems of
relative clauses the all-exhaustive thesis of Lehmann 1984 should be taken into account.

20The late Eugenio Coseriu underlined the superficial, if not arbitrary character of a typology based
on SOV-ordering. Strictly speaking, the Japanese categories S, O, V would not correspond to, say, Latin
S, O, V (Coseriu 1983). On the level discussed here this is not the problem. What is at issue is the
ordering of the actants and the verb, not of the categories S, O, V as categories of a particular language.
See essential (6) above on p. 4.

21“Tras vencer a Ariovisto Cesar regresó a Lyon.”
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Although this construction typically exhibits the same linearization principles as
other clauses or sentences (the verb has a final position), there is a double security
against misinterpretation by the hearer: The verbal form is

– non-finite (passive participle) and

– the entire construction is marked as a sub-unit by case congruency, the case in
question not being used very frequently to mark actantial relations between a
noun group and the finite verb. (Other languages use other cases, for instance
the genitive; however, it seems to be important that this case be not one that
usually marks the first, the second, or the third actant.)

Moreover, we can see that constructions like the accusativus cum infinitivo (AcI)
or accusativus cum participio (AcP) harmonize perfectly with the ‘SOV’ type of or-
dering. Les us add another example from the 5th Philippica (V,I 1): [309]

Haec se ex commentariis C. Caesaris (...) agere dicebat22.

This type of construction, too, fits into the picture of Cl*V ordering, and again there is
a double security against misinterpretation by the hearer: (1) the non-finite verbal form
closing the clause (in this case: agere), and (2) the avoidance of the nominative case
(which could be mistaken for the subject nominative of a main clause). The nominative
is replaced by an accusative - a fact resulting, as in the quoted sentence, in a subordinate
clause marked by two accusative forms, haec and se.

Latin does not only make use of infinitive and participle constructions in order to
cope with the pitfalls of subordination created by a consequent SOV ordering of the
actants and the verb; it also uses the second one of the devices which can be observed in
Turkish where special finite forms of the verb are used as indicators of subordination.
Latin, like other Indo-European languages, developed a so-called subiunctivus for this
purpose23.

Since the subjunctive is also a mood, first the function of grammatical moods in
general has to be explained in order to illustrate the special functions of this particular
subjunctive mood.

5 Communicative responsibility and the grammatical
moods

For the domain of ‘mood’, I will adopt a definition proposed by KLAUS HEGER. He
brought the concept of “kommunikative Regresspflicht” into the linguistic discussion,
that is to say ‘communicative responsibility’24. It is of major importance for the hearer

22“Dijo que lo tenía de los Comentarios de Gaio Caesar.”
23The Latin grammarians saw this subordinative function very clearly.
24Heger 1976, § 6. 1.; cp. Heger 1977: 1 and 14 (§ 3.2.). - For a further elaboration of this concept

see Ludwig 1988, esp. ch.s I and III.
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to know whether or not the speaker assumes the responsibility for the information he
wants to communicate. This requirement is so important that languages usually make
its fulfillment obligatory by means of grammatical devices. The grammatical means
telling the hearer that he may rely upon what has been said is, as a rule, the indica-
tive mood. A mood like the Spanish condicional or the French conditionnel, on the
contrary, tells the hearer that the speaker refuses to assume a communicative responsi-
bility, especially that he conveys this responsibility to a third person (“Don Fulano de
Tal habría dicho que . . . ”). Thereby the speaker rejects his communicative responsibil-
ity which as often may coincide with a legal responsibility, i. e., a responsibility which
could be “actionable”. By other moods, the hearer understands that the speaker is not
sure of what he says. This is, for instance, the sense of Spanish or English modal future
(“Don Fulano de Tal estará enfermo”). Here the third person of future tense is some-
thing like a modus potentialis. To take still another mood: the imperative excludes by
definition all responsibility on the part of the speaker: In the case [310] of the impera-
tive, this responsibility remains, so to speak, with the hearer. It is up to him to carry out
what he is asked to do. (The speaker cannot take over the responsibility for an action
which lies in the future and which has to be carried out by the hearer25.)

We can see that there exists an entire scale of modal possibilities, the one pole
being, for instance, modus indicativus, the other one modus imperativus. In between
these poles, other grammatical moods have to be located, i. e. moods such as poten-
tialis, optativus, hypochoristicus, promissivus, and so on.

An important point for the adaptability of grammatical moods is the fact that, nor-
mally, the indicative represents the unmarked pole of the scale, while the other moods
become increasingly marked, the pole of the highest markedness usually being occu-
pied by the imperative. That is to say that, e. g., the indicative can be used for impera-
tives (“I command you to be silent”), whereas with the imperative form “be silent” the
speaker will never be able to express what is the proper function of the indicative, i. e.,
that he assumes his communicative responsibility26.

6 Advantages and disadvantages of the Latin subordi-
nating techniques

In section 4 it has been outlined that SOV languages use subordination markers at the
end of the subordinate clause. One of the devices used in this domain may be a special
mood (modus conditionalis in Turkish, “conjunctional forms” of the verb in Japanese).
If in such a system a grammatical mood is used to indicate subordination, this mood
will necessarily have two functions:

– a syntactic function (it serves as a subordination marker for the hearer);
25Verb forms for which the speaker assumes his communicative responsibility are those which can

be contradicted. This means that, in terms of logic, they imply truth values.
26See Raible 1983.
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– and a modal function.

The character of this modal function can be logically deduced: If the indicative has
to be located at the one end of the modal scale and if it signals that the speaker takes
over the communicative responsibility, and if subjunctive is a grammatical mood, then
the modal meaning of a modus subiunctivus can of necessity only lie in a restriction
of this communicative responsibility. Thus in languages with such a mood the sub-
junctive is usually the least marked grammatical mood after the indicative; this means
that the subjunctive can never take over the function of the indicative (else it would
lose its raison d’être). But (in subordinate clauses) it is able to take over the func-
tions of all other [311] grammatical moods and modal possibilities. This is why we
find, in Latin grammars, coniunctivus iussivus, hortativus, voluntativus, dubitativus,
optativus, potentialis, concessivus, irrealis, prohibitivus and so on27. This multiplicity
of facets only reflects the (relative) unmarkedness of the subjunctive. The restriction
of the communicative responsibility of the speaker applies to all the above-mentioned
modal manifestations.

As has been said, the raison d’être of the subjunctive mood in a language of SOV
type is to be seen in the fact that a finite verb in subjunctive mood, placed at the end of
the ante-posed clause, is, for the hearer, an unmistakable signal of subordination. This
is why, at least in Older Latin, the unique subjunctive, placed before the main verb, is
largely sufficient to convey the information of subordination. The restriction of com-
municative responsibility which goes with this form is, one might say, a “necessary
evil” due to the fact that in a SOV language mood is used to indicate subordination.

Thus far our considerations have shown that the subjunctive is the solution for a
problem which is particularly virulent in SOV languages. However, as has already been
pointed out, there is no perfect solution in the domain of discursive linearity. Hence
this kind of solution, too, cannot but create new problems. It is precisely the genuine
Janus-facedness of the subjunctive as a mood which will turn out to be a congenital
defect. The following reasoning will show it.

Object and subject clauses are governed by the finite verb of the main sentence. In
terms of tagmemics, they are clauses filling actant slots. The finite verb in subjunctive
mood indicates to the hearer that such clauses play the role of actants. Now it is always
possible to make semantically explicit informations which a language would normally
express by grammatical means. Thus, instead of using the imperative, one can express
the same content by means of a semantically imperative verb (“be silent” turns into
“I command you to be silent”). The finite verb of the main clause makes explicit a
command, the content of which depends, in this English example, on the main verb
and has the form of a non-finite object clause (“to be silent”).

The following scheme serves to illustrate the four classes of main verbs governing
possible subject or object clauses.

27See Hofmann/Szantyr 1965.
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FIGURE 3: A general view on four classes of verbs admitting subject and object clauses. Let A
be the set of all verbs admitting a subordinate (subject or object) clause. Let B be the sub-set
comprising all verbs which make explicit that the speaker assumes his communicative respon-
sibility, i. e. epistemic verbs as ‘I know’, ‘I have seen’, ‘I am sure’, ‘I ascertain’, ‘I assert’, etc.
Let C be the sub-set of verbs making explicit the [312] contrary of B, that is making seman-
tically explicit that the speaker does not or cannot assume the communicative responsibility
(‘I ignore’ etc.). There remains an intersection between B and C which called D. It stands for
the verbs which are not unequivocal as to the question whether or not the speaker assumes his
communicative responsibility. The respective verbs are ‘I believe’, ‘I think’, ‘I hope’, etc.

[313] Now let us discuss the problems alluded to above. With a main verb of sub-set
B, the speaker semantically assumes his communicative responsibility. If, for instance,
I say “I know” in the main sentence while having a finite verb in subjunctive mood in
the subordinate object clause, this would result in a modal contradiction. In the main
sentence, the speaker semantically assumes his communicative responsibility; in the
subordinate object clause he reduces it. This is why Classical Latin has no subjunctive
constructions when object clauses depend on main verbs of sub-set B (and D, which,
in Latin, is part of B). These are the so-called verba sentiendi et dicendi (and also:
sciendi). In Classical Latin, these verbs nearly always have object clauses with the AcI
type of subordination.

The cause of this situation is evident: In a language of the SOV type of actant and
verb ordering, constructions like the AcI prove to be a far more efficient and power-
ful subordination technique. A Latin finite verb is defined in terms of (a) person, (b)
number, (c) genus verbi, (d) tense, (e) affirmation/negation, and (f) mood. Now an AcI
form is marked merely with respect to five of these categories:

- person (dico me/te venisse);
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- number (dico me/nos venisse);

- affirmation/negation (dico me venisse/non venisse);

- tense (dico eum venire/venturum esse/venisse);

- genus verbi (facere/fieri; facturum esse/factum iri; fecisse/factum esse).

That is to say that AcI lacks one information which is expressed by all finite Latin
verb forms: AcI lacks modal information. The AcI construction is the non-modal form
of a Latin Verb. In the domain of subject or object clauses it can as it were be used as a
“Jack of all work”. While AcI, in Classical Latin, is the only resort to obtain subject and
object clauses when the main verbs belong to the sub-set B of the above Figure 3, it can
also be used, without any difficulty, for the entire range of subject and object clauses.
Thus it is applied to sub-set C and to the remaining set (A minus (B+C)). Exceptions
are due to the linguistic norm, not to the constraints of the language system28.

The same system seems to have been valid also for Umbrian29. [314]

7 What happens if SOV ordering changes to SVO?

It has been pointed out that Latin reveals a considerable number of techniques charac-
teristic of SOV languages: case suffixes, the order ‘genitive - noun’ (“senatus consul-

28Within the framework of an “ideal” SOV language, the only weak point of the AcI is the fact that
there may appear two forms in the accusative. Therefore misunderstandings are not entirely excluded.
Nevertheless, in the case of ambiguity, passive transformation will help. One would not say “Camillum
Brennum vicisse satis constat”; in Latin, this sentence should read: “Brennum a Camillo victum esse
satis constat”.

29I refer to the material exposed by the late Helmut Rix (Rix 1976). In Umbrian, as attested by
the Tabulae Iguvinae, we have the same devices for subordination: subjunctive mood and infinite con-
structions. The explanation proposed by Rix has two shortcomings. (1) He gives the infinitive a modal
function (“L’infinitif et l’indicatif caractérisent l’événement rapporté par la complétive comme réel ou
vrai –ou encore nient sa réalité ou vérité–, sans donner lieu à doutes” [Rix p. 224]), whereas, in our
view, the infinitive, being modally unmarked, takes on the modal information required by the context
(Jack of all work). (2) Rix fails to see the modal conflict which may emerge from the semantic na-
ture of the governing verb (“Une détermination du mode du verbe subordonné par la nature du verbe
régissant n’existe pas en latin, dont la syntaxe est très proche de celle de l’ombrien: Le même auteur
dit, naturellement pour exprimer des choses différentes, dicere ... Siculos ... questos esse (Cic. Verr.
3.103) et dixisse, ut ... scriberet (Cic. Att. 11,7,2)...”, [Rix p. 222]). The point is “naturellement pour
exprimer des choses différentes”. There is a considerable difference of meaning between the type “pro-
nuntiaverunt recte curatum non esse” (prusikurent kuratu rehte neip eru) and the type “itidem dicito
eant” (sururont deit etaias). Thus there is no basis for the following conclusion: “Le fait que dans une
complétive dépendant d’un verbe de la classe sémantique de ‘dire’ se trouve ici [first type] l’infinitif
et dans d’autres cas [second case] le subjonctif exclut la possibilité que le mode de la complétive soit
régi par la classe sémantique du verbe régissant.” – There is only one rule which has to be respected: to
avoid modal contradiction (see also the table on p. 17).
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tum” against “pater familias”), subordinate clauses placed in front of the finite main
verb, subordinators in clause-final position (infinitives, participles, subjunctive)30.

However, as has already been mentioned at the end of section 3, Latin also shows
characteristics which are far from typical of languages with SOV ordering: it has not
only case suffixes but also prepositions (in Classical Latin, there subsist only some few
postpositions); Latin has already a great number of subordinating conjunctions which
are placed at the beginning of subordinate clauses: this is a device that fits very well
into the ‘actant-verb’ ordering of the types ‘VSO’ or ‘SVO’. As to the ordering itself, it
is perfectly true that the SOV type is the rule. However, although the first written Latin
testimony (the so-called Fibula Praenestina with its SVO ordering seems to be a fake)
there is SVO ordering in Latin, too. This shows that Classical Latin was a language
undergoing a crucial change in ‘actant-verb’ ordering, a change the different results of
which are manifested in the Romance offsprings of Latin.

In the domain of subject and object clauses, the transformation process results in a
multiplicity of techniques. According to what has been outlined in the above essential
(5), this scale of subordinating techniques is “the space in which language change
occurs”. That is to say that within this scale the techniques of past, present, and of
future stages coexist. This coexistence and the overlapping of the techniques is shown
in the following synopsis (Table 1).

It is based on some hundred pages of the learned Lateinische Syntax und Stilistik by
JOHANN BAPTIST HOFMANN and ANTON SZANTYR. It should perhaps be added that
the quoted grammar is far from supporting the kind of view proposed in the present
contribution31. [315]

30For some of these characteristics, see Adams 1976, Ramat 1980, Andersen 1979. — A very good
survey of the problems occurring in the field of word order typology and word order change is given
by Harris 1984. This discussion comprises such factors as perception problems (put forward, e. g., by
Antinucci) and a conflict between strategies (esp. on pp. 188-192). Harris is not familiar, though, with
the proposals made by René Thom and the idea of syntactic hierarchy does not seem to play a prominent
role in his discussion.

31József Herman has proposed, on a smaller scale —i. e. only for the verbs dicere and dolere— the
same kind of synopsis, but he omitted the possibility of subordination by the unique subjunctive and the
constructions with ut (Herman 1963:34sq.) — Some valuable ideas on the subject under discussion were
put forward by Anna Machtelt Bolkestein (especially 1976: see also 1976, 1977). In the domain of verba
dicendi, this author establishes a distinction between three groups of verbs: (1) neutral verba dicendi
which, by virtue of the following complement clause, may be interpreted as imperative verbs (with the
ut-technique) or as declarative verbs (with the AcI-technique). (2) Semantically imperative verbs which
can be constructed both with the ut-technique or AcI (since, in my interpretation, there emerges no
modal contradiction when the ut-technique is used whereas the AcI-technique can do no harm at all.)
(3) Declarative verbs which, in my view, only are compatible with AcI-technique. — Unfortunately, the
author confines herself to the group of verba dicendi and to only two of the possible techniques.
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TABLE 1: Part of the scale of Latin techniques for subordinating subject and object clauses.
CL = Classical Latin; LL = Late Latin; ML = Middle Latin; OL = Old Latin. CIL = Corpus
Inscriptionum Latinarum.

The signal for subordination is at the The signal for subordination is at the
end of the clause beginning of the clause

Accusativus cum
Infinitivo (AcI)

subjunctive alone ut/ne/an/quin +
subjunctive

quod/quia/quoniam +
subj. or indicative

a) Verba voluntaria, e. g.,
volo (OL with identical
subject), e. g., opto

volo
opto, exopto

volo (OL) volo (e. g., ML)

b) verba cernendi, e. g.,
curo (only with different
subject in Cicero)
cerno (OL)

curo,
decretum est (OL)

curo (OL)
e. g., statuo (LL, e. g.,
Marsilius of Padova),
cerno (e. g., Chronicle of
Fredegarius)

c) verba rogandi,
postulo (OL),
peto, impero, iubeo (OL)

rogo, postulo rogo, postulo

d) verba efficiendi,
veto (OL),
sino (OL), prohibeo
(OL), facio (rare in CL)

sino, prohibeo,
facio (OL)

veto (Horace,
sino CIL),
prohibeo, facio

prohibeo (LL)

e) verba sentiendi et
dicendi, e. g., scio (OL),
video (OL),
dico (OL),
credo (OL),
puto (OL),
non dubito (OL), dubium
non est (OL)

diff. meaning
diff. meaning

credo (Hieron.)
puto (LL)
dubium non est
quin

scio (OL),
video (e. g. Petronius)
dico (e. g. Quintilianus)
credo (ML)

non dubito (LL), dubium
non est (LL)

f) verba pollicendi,
e. g. promitto, polliceor
(OL) iuro

promitto, polliceor, iuro
(e. g. Gregory of Tours)

g) Verba affectuum,
e. g. gaudeo (OL) doleo
(CL)

gaudeo (OL; with
quod/quia) doleo (CL)

h) verba impersonalia,
e. g. accidit (OL),
licet (OL), oportet (ML),
mirum est (OL), necesse
est (ML)

licet, oportet,
necesse est (OL),
opus est (OL)

accidit (Cicero)
oportet (LL),
mirum est (Jur.)
necesse est (OL)

accidit (Cicero)

[316] The AcI construction was an adequate solution for the SOV ordering type,
but where it has survived in Romance languages, it has been reduced to a marginal
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existence. The reason for this near-disappearance is evident: A subordinating device
placing the subordinator at the end of the subject or object clause may be ideal for
SOV ordering but not for the ordering types ‘SVO’ or ‘VSO’. In order to survive in the
Romance languages, the AcI should have had the subordinator in the initial position.
(This would have meant VSO ordering in the subordinate clause whereas in Latin
subordinate clauses SOV ordering subsists even much longer than in main clauses32.)
An object clause opened by an accusative, i. e. by a case that is normally attributed
to the object, would be a solution of little use to the hearer. The AcI went through a
particular elaboration by the constraints of written culture —see the above essential
(4)— and its use was even expanded (contrary to the norms of Classical Latin) in Late
Written Latin. (For this extension, see the synopsis in Table 1.) Nevertheless, this type
of construction had no chance to survive in spoken language33.

Which one of the subordinating techniques featuring in the synopsis will be the
successor of AcI? As far as the unique subjunctive is concerned, its possibilities are
restricted. In this case, too, a greater range of possibilities could only have subsisted
if SVO ordering in the main sentence had combined with VSO ordering in subordi-
nate clauses. Then the subjunctive, functioning as a subordinator, would have been in
clause-initial position. But it has to be repeated that the tendency in Latin subordinate
clauses to stick to SOV ordering is stronger than in main clauses. There is, therefore,
no alternative — unless the subordinate subject or object clause consists of only one
element, the finite verb. This device by which the finite verb of the subordinate clause
is brought into the position of being at the same time the first and the last element in
the clause, subsisted in Old French, and it still exists in Spanish and Italian (see above
p. 5).

The technique which makes use of the conjunctions ut (ne, quin) seems to be in
perfect harmony with the SVO type – but there appear to be no traces of ut in the Ro-
mance languages. This has been adduced to “phonetic weakness” of the conjunction.
Be that as it may — the true, structural causes emerge as we look at the above synop-
sis (Table 1) and as we take into account the shortcomings of the mood (subjunctive)
governed by ut. This means that any combination with the verba dicendi et sentiendi
is excluded. This is made clear by the very occurrences in which ut-clauses are com-
bined with verba sentiendi: in these cases the signification of the verb changes (dicere,
ut ... means ‘to command’, etc.). Since the verba dicendi et [317] sentiendi are the do-
main par excellence of AcI, it must have been exactly this group of verbs that created
the greatest difficulties wherever the AcI had to be replaced by another subordinating
technique. On the other hand, it is of interest that we have occurrences of scire + quod
already in the plays of Plautus, that we have dicere + quod since the time of Quintil-

32The niche for former AcI constructions are the verbs of perception and the causative construction
with tacere (used with AcI only in Late Latin). A typical example in French is the construction “je le
vois venir” or “je vois venir Jean”. There is a strong tendency not to separate the signaling finite verb of
the main clause from the infinitive of the “subordinate clause”. This brings the non-finite form signaling
subordination to the beginning of the subordinate clause.

33For the AcI and its development, see especially Perrochat 1932.
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ianus, videre + quod in the Satiricon of Petronius. It must be noted, too, that — as has
been pointed out, e. g., by HOFMANN and SZANTYR - “the possibility of parataxis has
always been preserved” with respect to the great group of verba sentiendi et dicendi34.
(It goes without saying that if there were enough space, this technique should be added
to the above synopsis.)

The remaining solution was the construction with quod, quia and quoniam. Our
synopsis in Table 1 shows that this technique could be used for the entire range of
AcI cases. Even more: This type of construction could also be used in cases where no
AcI construction was to be replaced, i. e. in the domain of consecutive and temporal
clauses. Apart from being an adequate technique for object clauses in the ‘actant-verb’
ordering type SOV, this technique presents one further advantage: the choice of sub-
junctive (with its structural disadvantages) was not obligatory. At the same time it
should be clear that the technique making use of the conjunctions quod, quia and quo-
niam as subordinators for subject and object clauses was considered to be relatively
“simple” or “low” style in written culture – see the end of essential (5).

8 The mood used in quod-sentences: an intriguing pic-
ture

The conjunction quod used as a surbordinator at the beginning of the subject or ob-
ject clause seems to be an adequate solution for the problem under discussion. In a
language developing a SVO order we could even expect that a unique subordinator at
the beginning of the dependent clause should be sufficient. Such a language, one might
think, should be able to entirely dispense with the subjunctive mood which, as we have
seen, cannot but create further problems. Nonetheless, especially starting with the turn
from the 2nd to the 3rd century, we are confronted with an intriguing picture: the number
of constructions with quod +subjunctive is even increasing. The fact in itself is not
intriguing: for the hearer, two markers of subordination are better than one, anyway.
What is intriguing is that there are many ‘scandalizing’ cases - scandalizing from the
point of view of modal [318] contradiction. Q. Cervidius Scaevola, one of the Digest
authors who wrote at the end of the 2nd century A. D., quotes a fictitious testator as
follows:

Scio enim, quia valde me bene ames35. (Digests 44,7,61,1)

Here, it is conceivable that Scaevola wanted to characterize the style of certain testa-
tors -the “analytic construction” is not very frequent in the writings of Digest authors.
Nevertheless, we find more examples of this type. Ulpian writes:

34Hofmann/Szantyr 1965, §298 (p. 528). See also section V of Raible 1983.
35“Sé que tu me quieres [subj.] mucho.”
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Nec enim ignotum est, quod multa contra iuris rigorem pro libertate36 sint
constituta. (Digests 40,4,24,10)

There are even some instances of “sciendum est, quod...” or “notandum est, quod...”.
A further example of Ulpianus:

Praeterea in hac actione notandum est, quod reus contumax per in litem
iusiurandum petitoris damnari possit ei iudice quantitatem taxante37. (Di-
gests 10,4,3,2)

What is intriguing in these examples is the fact that, all of a sudden, the modal con-
tradiction seems to be irrelevant. If the speaker says “scio”, this means that he knows
what he says and that he, therefore, can assume his communicative responsibility. The
subjunctive mood in the subordinate clause contradicts this. The same holds for the
subject clause in the case of “nec ignotum est, quod...”. I will give another example.
We have the same scandalizing cases in the astrological work of Firmicius Maternus
(who died after 360 A. D.).

– Scire autem nos convenit, quod nulla in hoc loco gaudeat stella nisi sola
Luna38 (Math. II,19,9);
– Scire itaque nos principe in loco oportet (...) quod ad imaginem speciemque
mundi formam hominis (...) Deus ille (...) perfecerit39 (Math. III, prooemium
I).

The same facts can be observed for instance in the famous Peregrinatio Aetheriae.
The authors of the 3rd, 4th, partly even of the 5th century had apparently a strong tendency
to generalize the use of the subjunctive mood in subject and object clauses. In the work
of Lucifer of Cagliari (who died around 371 A. D.) we find more than 60 quod-clauses
with subjunctive against 8 cases with indicative40.

36“No es desconocido que mucho se regula [Subj.] contra el rigor de la ley en pro de la libertad.”
37“En este caso hay que constatar que aún un demandado que no se presenta [Subj.] puede ser con-

denado por juramento de estimación si el juez fija la cantidad.”
38“Tenemos que saber que en este lugar no se alegra [Subj.] ninguna estrella a la excepción de la

luna.”
39“En primer lugar cabe saber que dios ha perfeccionado [Subj.] la forma del hombre según la imagen

del mundo.”
40As to the “intriguing picture”, see, e. g., Hofmann/Szantyr 1965, § 312, p. 577: “Der Modusge-

brauch bei quod, quia und quoniam und nach den verba sentiendi et dicendi unterliegt im Spätlatein
starken Schwankungen und ist zusammengefsst noch immer nicht untersucht.” — Sándor Kiss (1982)
speaks of a “crisis of subjunctive in subordinate clauses”. — Ever since the doctoral thesis of G. Mayen
(Mayen 1889), Greek influence has been alleged in order to explain the new preference to use the
conjunction quod for subordination. This may not be wrong insofar as speakers of the ancient Greek
language had to solve the same problem of subordination — and in a former SOV language answers
to problems may be similar. But this is not the point in the case in question, because the subjunctive
mood characteristic of Latin cases is no problem in Greek — Greek uses a conjunction at the head of the
subordinate subject or object clause (hoti, hôs), the mood being the indicative, sometimes the optative.
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9 Transitory phenomena
If we want a satisfying explanation for the intriguing picture outlined in section 8, we
will have to speak once again of the change in the ordering of the actants and the verb.
In this [319] domain we have two valuable articles written by J.J. Schlicher on the style
of Caesar and the Roman historians. These studies are valuable because, among other
things, they treat the phenomenon of ordering within the frame of one and the same
type of texts41. As has already been mentioned, Caesar is an extreme adept of SOV
ordering. Nevertheless, there is a certain development. Schlicher tells us:

A second means of more even distribution [he means: besides the possibility to
make two coordinated sentences out of one complex sentence], which flew di-
rectly in the face of the periodic sentence, was that of placing the participle phrase
or ablative absolute not before, but after the dominant verb: “de tertia vigilia ad
hostes contendit, eo minus veritus navibus quod in litore molli atque aperto deli-
gatas ad ancoras relinquebat (BG 5,9)42.

In Caesar only two percent of the clauses are placed behind the finite verb. In the
writings of Cornelius Nepos and Sallustus already about ten percent of the clauses,
especially participles, are placed after the main verb, in Quintus Curtius Rufus and
Tacitus more than 20 %. Commenting on this phenomenon, Schlicher mentions the
characteristic feature that the clauses after the verb are considerably more frequent in
reported speech than in the narrative passages of the respective authors.

In Latin, the change in the ordering of the verb and the actants does not seem
to have been a catastrophic event. It must have rather been a lengthy process lasting
for centuries43. So it is interesting to note that PAOLO RAMAT counted only 32 cases
of SVO ordering against 54 instances of the “old” type SOV in the Chrestomathy of
Pompeian inscriptions collected by ERNST DIEHL44. If we analyze the Peregrinatio
Aetheriae (5th century), SVO ordering is already dominant, but by no means predomi-
nant. This means that we have a long period of transition in which the “old” ordering
(SOV) certainly was no longer “normal” — but at the same time not yet considered
“unnatural”. On the other hand, the “new” SVO ordering was not yet normal, but not

41In another article, I have shown —in the domain of Latin— the importance of discourse traditions
for the interpretation of language phenomena (see Raible 1985). The same is true for Dieter Wanner’s
book on the origin of clitics (Wanner 1987) where the number of observed occurrences varies according
to classical and late Latin text genres.

42Schlicher 1936; see also Schlicher 1933. Cita: “. . . hastens to the enemy, at the third watch, fearing
the less for the ships, for this reason because he was leaving them fastened at anchor upon an even and
open shore”.

43One of the first valuable contributions to this topic was made by Elise Richter in 1903. More re-
cently, in 1965, Hans-Georg Koll gave a survey essentially based on the chrestomathy Sermo vulgaris
latinus of Gerhard Rohlfs (21956). Although Koll has only counted one to two pages of each of the
texts we find in this chrestomathy, the study merits attention because the author takes into account the
relevant studies written on this topic in the first part of the century.

44See Ramat, quoted above in note 30, p. 188.
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unnatural either. The same holds for subject and especially for object clauses. The po-
sition in front of the finite verb was no longer the normal position, but it was far from
being anomalous. Likewise the position after the finite verb was neither normal nor
anomalous.

The consequences are evident: In languages with SOV ordering, the subordinate
clause precedes the dominant finite verb and the subordinator is placed at the end of the
clause (if subjunctive mood functions as subordinator, we get cases such as “in tabulas
publicas referatur facito”45). In languages with VSO or SVO ordering the dominant
finite verb precedes the subordinate clause. The subordinator (conjunction) has to be
placed at the [320] beginning of the subordinate clause (“doleo, quod ...”). Now during
the transition period clausal subordination is, so to speak, over-characterized. Both the
conjunction and the modal subordination (subjunctive) are used as subordinators in
order to serve the interests of the hearer. In the case of the verba sentiendi et dicendi,
especially with the epistemic verbs whose particularities will be explained later, this
syntactical over-characterization takes place at the expense of the modal contradiction.
Thus for a certain period, Latin undergoes a phenomenon holding for the Romance
languages in a special case: In these languages subject and object clauses have their
normal place after the dominant finite verb. Once such clauses are placed in front of
the main verb, i. e. once they take a position the hearer is not accustomed to, they show
the same double syntactical characterization by means of the introducing conjunction
in combination with subjunctive (“je sais que Pierre est malade” vs. “que Pierre soit
malade, je le sais”)46.

10 The new technique takes shape
In the 3rd, 4th, and 5th centuries, we have a number of texts which show an increasing
amount of SVO ordering. At the latest by the 6th century, Latin seems to return to the
“old” SOV ordering of the verb and the actants. Yet this should be specified: it holds
for written Latin. The reason for this development is evident: The gap between spo-
ken and written Latin has become too wide, written Latin is increasingly taught and
assumes the prestige of a learned language (in the Middle Ages ‘grammatica’ there-
fore was synonymous with ‘Latin’). Written culture proves to be very conservative,
tenacious, and resistant. The gap between spoken and written language creates, among
other things, linguistic consciousness. To a large extent, the linguistic observer of the
21th century must base his conclusions on indirect evidence.

This indirect evidence can partly be derived from the fact that in the 6th century
(and sometimes before) the subordinating technique using quod, quia, quoniam has
become perfect. The “scandalizing” cases have disappeared. This will be shown with

45“Que se levante [facito - Imperative 3. Person] acta [referatur] de eso en el registro público.”
46For this aspect see Raible 1983. For the conception of the two- or threefold syntactic security nets

(“filets de secours”) one of which is subjunctive, I am indebted to the Danish scholar Jørgen Schmitt
Jensen (Schmitt Jensen 1970).
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the help of the Historia Francorum by Gregory of Tours (538-594). Gregory is at the
same time a good example for the growth of linguistic consciousness. For example, he
tells us that he is aware of the fact that he writes “bad” Latin, although he stands in the
tradition of Latin written culture. Thus, three out of four subject or object clauses are
construed with the AcI. As has already been mentioned, in (written) Late Latin the use
of AcI extends even to [321] verbs which do not belong to the “classical” AcI verbs.
This strong AcI tradition is still characteristic of parts of Middle Latin — although this
subordinating technique has become obsolete in spoken language. Thus the point of
interest in the work of Gregory are not the cases with AcI, but the remaining 25 % of
subject and object clauses. In a total of 225 cases examined, 219 place the subordinate
clauses behind the dominant verb. Thus the position of these clauses has definitely
changed by the 6th centruy.

The following figure 4 shows the conjunctions used by Gregory to this effect (there
remain some cases with qualiter) and the grammatical mood which appears in the
subordinate clauses.

FIGURE 4: Overview over the conjunctions used by Gregory of Tours and the mood they
govern.

First I have to explain why there are two numbers for ‘quia + indicative’: In Greek
there exists a use of the conjunction hoti which corresponds roughly to a colon and an
opening quotation mark in our written language. 43 of the instances with quia belong
to this type. (Accordingly, in 33 out of the 43 cases the dominant verb is dicere.) —
This table makes immediately evident that there is a strong tendency (but merely a
tendency) for quod to combine with the subjunctive; the reverse is true for quia. It
has still to be [322] mentioned that the verbs going with quia form a concise group
(corresponding to sub-set B on p. 14), whereas the occurrences with quod are scattered
over a large number of generally not very frequent verbs.

The quantitative analysis can only show tendencies, since verbs that are frequent in
the main clauses are construed both with quod and quia, and nearly always both with
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indicative and subjunctive. MAX BONNET who –in 1890– wrote an outstanding work
on the Latin of Gregory, points out that in sentences which otherwise are absolutely
identical, we find sometimes the indicative, sometimes the subjunctive mood, both
after quia and quod. Apparently, the situation keeps on to be bothering.

However, a thorough analysis will show that Gregory is perfectly systematic (and
that seemingly identical sentences are not identical): Gregory uses subjunctive mood
as a supplementary subordinating signal - but whenever this leads to a modal con-
tradiction between the meaning of the dominant verb and the subordinate clause, the
indicative replaces the subjunctive.

Figure 5 is a more sophisticated version of the above Figure 4. [323]

FIGURE 5: The big circle represents all verbs governing subject and object clauses. As regards
the two intersecting circles within the big circle, there is a distinction between epistemic verbs
stricto sensu (gr. epístasthai means ‘to know’), i. e. verbs like ‘to know’ and their opposites, and
epistemic verbs in a larger sense, i. e. verbs which signal, by virtue of their meaning, whether
or not the speaker will take over his communicative responsibility. These are verbs such as ‘to
say’, ‘to claim’, ‘to maintain’, ‘to assert’ (or their opposites). - That the grammatical persons are
taken into account is a further refinement in this scheme. The role of grammatical persons will
become evident in the case of epistemic verbs. - The colored area of the scheme is the domain
of the subjunctive in subordinate subject or object clauses. This is as it were the solution to be
considered as ‘normal’. Later on, speakers of some Romance languages (French, Spanish, not
Italian) will extend the use of indicative to the verbs between the two epistemic poles.
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[324] The following cases can be distinguished:

(a) EPISTEMIC VERBS. - There are some verbs which, by virtue of their semantics,
always imply that the speaker assumes the communicative responsibility. This
is why these verbs are always formed with the indicative: since this implication
is of a semantic nature, it does not matter at all whether the verb is finite or
infinite, whether it is in the first, in the second, or in the third grammatical per-
son, provided that they be used in their positive (affirmative) form: therefore, to
avoid modal contradiction, we have “I know”, ‘you know’, ‘he knows’ with the
indicative mood. But when I say “I ignore”, the normal subjunctive can follow,
whereas “you ignore” implies that I know, so we expect the indicative in the
subordinate clause. It is not worth while to allege the numerous “normal” cases
in the indicative with verbs of the family ‘scire’ and ‘novisse’. Instead, I shall
quote . / examples with negative epistemic verbs. (All quotations are from Gre-
gory’s Historia Francorum, 2nd edition in the Monumenta Germaniae Historica.
Readers who are acquainted only with Classical Latin should keep in mind that
Gregory writes in 6th century Latin.)

... declamare plurima de rege coepit ac dicere, quod filii eius regnum capere
non possint, eo quod [because] mater eorum ex familia Magnacharii quon-
dam adscita regis torum adisset, ignorans, quod, pratermissis nunc gener-
ibus feminarum, regis vocitantur liberi, qui de regibus fuerant procreati47

(228,9).

When the author says of someone that he ignores something, this implies that the
author himself does not ignore it. He therefore has to use the indicative in order
to avoid a modal contradiction. On the other hand, the subjunctive in the first
part (. . . dicere quod . . . non possint) is entirely correct: It is reported speech
and Gregory cannot take over the communicative responsibility because what is
reported is not correct onto the bargain.

Sed nec memor fuit Childeherthus [but I, the author, know it] quod,
quotienscumque aduersus fratrem suum egit, semper confusus ab-
scessit.48 (148,10).

(b) EPISTEMIC VERBS IN A LARGER SENSE, FIRST PERSON, - If the main verb is
an epistemic verb in the broad sense and if it is in the first person (thus implying
the speaker of the sentence), we obtain the indicative mood in the subordinate
clause in order to avoid modal contradiction.

47“. . . platicó muchísimas cosas sobre el rey diciendo que sus hijos no podían [subj.] tomar el reinado
porque su madre provenía al lecho real adoptada desde la familia de Magnacharius, sin saber que llevan
[indicat.] el título de hijos de reyes los que fueron engendrados por reyes.”

48“Childeberthus no era consciente del hecho de que sempre que había hecho algo contra su hermano,
se fue [indic.] desordenado.”
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– Audio frater et episcope, quia regis gratiam non habes, ideoque nec nostram cari-
tatem uti poteris, priusquam regis indulgentia merearis49 (223,3).

– Verum enim dico tibi, quia, etiam si regi epulum cupias praeparare, fercula regalia
conponere possum, ne quisquam a me melius50 (113,10). [325]

– Nam in veritate loquor, quia vidi per somnium a basilica sancti Vincenti veniente
virum inluminatum, tenente manu caereum et domus negutiantum ex ordine suc-
cendentem51 (401,10).

– Videmus, quia te valde diligit pars maxima populorum52 (139,4).

(c) EPISTEMIC VERBS IN A LARGER SENSE, SECOND AND THIRD PERSON. - The
true modal conflict can only arise between the speaker of the entire sentence
and the content of the subject or object clause. With the group of verbs under
discussion, the subordinate clause may thus contain the “normal” subjunctive
if the verb of the matrix sentence is in the second or in the third person or has
the form of a participle referring to a second or third person. I shall quote some
examples with participles:

– Detrahebant enim et de episcopo, dicentes, quia illius dolo et haec turbatae et
monastirium fuerit derelictum53 (464,1)

– Sed audientes, quod scilicit tali fuissit affectus interitu...54 (423,19).

– Dum autem Chrodigildis regina Parisius moraretur, videns Childeberthus, quod
mater sua filius [acc. pl.] Chlodomeris, quos supra memoravimus, unico affectu
diligeret, invidia ductus ac metuens, ne favente regina admitterentur in regno, misit
clam ad fratrem suum Chlothacharium regem dicens...55 (117,17).

This group includes a bulk of cases with verbs such as adserebant, ait, audiunt,
audivit, certa est, certi sunt, dicunt, iuravit, promittunt, videt, and so on.

(d) EPISTEMIC VERBS IN A LARGER SENSE: ‘EXCEPTIONS’. - There are cases
where the first person is implied by the context whilst the verb stands actually in
the second or third person. Some examples will make this clear:

49“Hermano y obispo, entiendo que tu no posees [indic.] la gracia del rey y por eso tampoco puedes
contar con nuestra caridad antes de que merezcas la gracia del rey”.

50“Te digo solemnemente que, aún cuando quieras preparar comidas para el rey, yo sí puedo [indic.]
prepararlas, y (por lo demás) ningun otro mejor que yo.”.

51“Afirmo y confirmo que vi [indic.] en mi sueño a un hombre inluminado saliendo de la basílica
de San Vicente teniendo en mano una vela y prendiendo fuego una después de otra a las casas de los
negociantes.”

52“Ya vemos que a ti te quiere [indic.] mucho la parte más grande de la población”.
53“Hablaron mal del obispo diciendo que por su mala intención todo eso sería [subj.] en desorden y

el monasterio abandonado.”
54“Pero oyentes que fuera tocado [subj.] por tal fin . . . .”
55“Pero cuando Childeberthus, mientras que la reina Chrodogildis demoraba en París, vio que su

madre amaba [subj.] fuertemente a los hijos de Childomeris mencionados más arriba, le apoderó la
envidia temiendo que éstos por el favor de la reina podrían hacerse reyes, y por eso envió en clandestino
un mensaje a su hermano el rey diciendo. . . .”
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– Ad haec ego: bene ais, quia, cum egressus fuerit ab homine spiritus et iacuerit
corpus mortuum, non cogitat de his quae in mundo relinquit [you say this, but I
would say this, too]56 (498,15).

– Potasne [ “don’t you think - I at least do so”], quia non est super quisquam de filiis
Chlolhari regis...57 (158,15).

– Renuntiate rege vostro, quia rex sum, sicut et ille [here the first person is expressed
in the object clause]58 (110,20).

(e) ROLE OF THE POSITION OF THE SUBORDINATE CLAUSE. – The “normal” po-
sition for the object and subject clauses has become the position after the main
verb. Among 225 examples only six are exceptions. In five of these six occur-
rences the main verb is an epistemic verb. Hence it will be particularly interest-
ing to observe how the modal conflict is solved here. If a modal contradiction
is avoided, the hearer can rely only on one mark [326] of subordination (the
conjunction), whereas the unusual position should motivate further syntactic se-
curity nets. However, should the syntactic security decide the issue, the modal
conflict would be inevitable. Here a few examples:

– Quod me Chlothacharius pater meus exosum habuerit, habetur incognitum nulli.
Quod autem ab eo vel deinceps a fratribus sim tonsuratus, manifestum est om-
nibus...59 (357,15).

– Quod Dominus in adsumpto hominem mortuus fuerit ac resurrexerit, non am-
bigo60 (496,24).

– Quod fuerim amicus regis Chilperici, negare non potero, non tamen contra utili-
tatem regis Childeberthi haec amicitia pullulavit61 (511,4).

The last instance I am going to quote shows one of those epistemic verbs that
do not have implications for the speaker when used in the first person, whereas
they have implications when used in the second or third person. Obviously this
has to be the verb ‘nescire’ or ‘ignorare’. You don’t know, but I know.

– Quod sim iniustus, tu nescis62 (219,18).

56“Y yo: Dices bien que después de que hubo quitado al hombre el espíritu y que el cuerpo quedó
muerto, el alma no piensa en lo que dejó en el mundo.”

57“¿No piensas que ya no hay hijos de Chlotharius?”
58“Le digan a vuestro rey que yo soy [indic.] rey al igual que él.”
59“Que mi padre Chlothacharios me detestaba [subj.] lo saben todos. Que me tonsuró el y en seguida

mis hermanos, lo ven todos.”
60“Que dios tomando la forma de un hombre fue muerto y resurgió [subj.], no me cabe duda..”
61“Que fue [subj.] amigo del rey Chilpericus, no lo puedo negar. Sin embargo esta amistad floreció

en pro del rey..”
62“Que yo soy [subj.] injusto, to no lo sabes.”
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11 Some romance tendencies
In the preceding section I did not consider the 75 % of cases in which Gregory, using
the AcI, uses the technique of the past in the domain of subject and object clause
marking – a technique which survives in written texts, though. Instead I dealt with
the remaining 25 % in which he uses the actual technique of spoken language (it will
have been noticed that a great number of the examples quoted in the preceding section
are specimens of direct or reported speech). Although it has been pretended that these
remaining 25 % present a rather chaotic picture, a closer examination has revealed that
the situation is everything but chaotic. In reality, a new technique of subordination with
clear-cut features has emerged. And moreover, we can see the outlines of at least three
further developments.

(1) In the first type of development, the two or more subordinating conjunctions which can
be placed at the beginning of subject or object clauses (quod, quid, qualiter, eo quod)
merge into one conjunction, the well-known que. There are sporadic instances of written
que in texts of the 8th century. In this type of development, the subjunctive mood keeps
its function as a second subordination signal (the third being the post-position of the
clause).

This is the solution which was largely adopted in Western Romance. The disadvan-
tages are evident: Whenever there is modal contradiction, the “normal” subordinating
subjunctive has to be replaced by the indicative. This is a problem I have dealt with on
[327] various occasions63. There are some minor differences between Italian on the one
hand and French/Spanish on the other: in Italian the verbs located between knowing
and not-knowing, i. e. the verbs of belief, are treated as verbs of not-knowing, whereas
in French and Spanish the same verbs belong to the verbs of knowing64. This type of so-
lution too entails disadvantages: different matrix sentence verbs govern different con-
structions. The affirmative form of certain verbs is construed in another mood than the
negative one (“je crois qu’il est malade” vs. “je ne crois pas qu’il soit malade”). Nev-
ertheless this solution also makes possible a number of subtle differences for which,
in other languages, two different conjunctions are needed (“il ne savait pas que Pierre
était malade” [‘that’, ‘dass’ - i. e. I, the speaker, know it] vs. “il ne savait pas qu’il fût
malade” [‘whether’, ‘ob’ - i. e. I, the speaker, do not show whether I know it or not]).

In the work of Gregory of Tours we observed a tendency to use quia with the in-
dicative, quod with the subjunctive. This forms the basis for a second type of solution:

(2) While one and the same conjunction is used with subjunctive in the above type (1)
and, in cases of modal contradiction, also with the indicative, in the second type one
conjunction is used with indicative, another with subjunctive. Thus the second type of

63E.g. Raible 1980 and 1983.
64This is one of the results of the doctoral thesis of Renate Tretzel (“Glauben heißt nicht immer

wissen Oder: Der Konjunktiv in abhängigen Subjekt- und Objektsätzen”), submitted at the University
of Freiburg in 1984.
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solution provides the conjunction with a supplementary information. This may result
in the reduction of modal distinctions (subjunctive vs. indicative) in the verb of the
subordinate clause.

This is the solution prevailing in Eastern Romance languages and in Modern Greek.
It also allows for the modal distinction in the verb to be transposed from the end of the
verb (suffix) to the head. If in this case modern Greek should have served as a model
for Romanian and for dialects in Southern Italy and Sicily, one should again take into
account that Greek had to cope with the same problems in order to re-organize its
subordinating system according to a change in the type of ordering of the actants and
the verb. Identical problems sometimes may create the same solutions. Be it as it were,
speakers of Romanian or of the South Italian dialects would not have developed or
adopted this solution had the system of their languages not been compatible with the
device.

In both types, anyway, subjunctive mood has become a second or third order sub-
ordinating device — the most important signal being the conjunction at the head of
the clause. Consequently, the subjunctive can be reduced in the verbal system. For in-
stance, we can observe a tendency to reduce the tenses of subjunctive mood. In his
grammar of Romance languages, WILHELM MEYER-LÜBKE wrote (III, § 665): [328]

The Romance languages are not overly creative in the domain of the subjunctive,
they have rather the tendency to reduce the range of its applications; in spite of oc-
casional contrary tendencies, they might come nearer and nearer to the end which
has almost been reached by some dialects, i. e. to abandon wholly the subjunctive
mood.

It has repeatedly been mentioned that in written texts of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th century
we can observe an increasing tendency towards SVO ordering. This tendency holds for
main clauses, not for subordinate clauses. In subordinate clauses, the speakers stick to
SOV ordering. This may be the motive for a third solution:

(3) According to the ‘SVO’ type and to solutions (1) and (2), subordination is marked by a
conjunction, too. But contrary to solutions (1) and (2), a difference in ordering —SOV
as against SVO— is used as an additional signal for subordination.

This solution has been adopted in the Germanic domain. In main sentences we find
SVO ordering:

Peter (S) sieht (V) seinen Vater (O)65.

If this sentence is imbedded in a matrix sentence, the imbedded sentence continues to
have the “old” ordering SOV:

65Pedro ve a su padre.
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Ich glaube, dass Peter (S) seinen Vater (O) sieht (V)66.

In this Germanic solution the different ordering of the verb and the actants in the sub-
ordinate clause replaces the subjunctive mood as a signal for subordination. Neverthe-
less, the subjunctive survives in the Germanic domain in a function different from the
one it serves in Romance languages: in the Romance languages the domain of reported
speech has, as a rule, been separated from the domain of subjunctive (an exception be-
ing Reto-Romance). In German, on the other hand, speakers use subjunctive mood in
order to mark reported speech without a subordinating conjunction:

Er glaubte, sein Vater sei nach Hause gekommen.

In this context German has, at least in written language, established an additional
difference between subjunctive I and subjunctive II. Thus German written language
affords the luxury of a special subjunctive for reported speech.

It should perhaps be added that there are also authors who, unlike WILHELM

MEYER-LÜBKE, see an increase in the use of subjunctive mood in the Romance lan-
guages. Behind this vision there is the idea that the speakers of a language make no or
little use of subjunctive mood when the language is still “young”, but that the use of
this mood is to become more [329] frequent as the language gets more sophisticated or
“grows older”. For Spanish, this conception has been put forward by ANTONI BADÍA

Y MARGARIT. His view is based, among other things, on the fact that in the Latin civil
law documents written in Spain in the 8th, 9th, and 10th century great use is made of quod
+ indicative. But JUAN BASTARDAS PARERA, on whom BADÍA relies, did not see that
these indicatives are due to the nature of the governing verb. In the highly formulaic
civil law documents this is nearly always a sentence beginning with

omnibus non est incognitum, quod...67 (or the like).

This is one of the epistemic verbs which, in order to avoid a modal contradiction, are
construed with the indicative and not with subjunctive in the subordinate clause68.

12 Some concluding remarks
On various occasions HANSJAKOB SEILER has told us that language typology has to
make visible the features which give a language system its structure and which hold it
together. He refers as well to a remark of the late ÉMILE BENVENISTE:

66Verbalmente: “Creo que Pedro (S) a su padre (O) ve (V)”. For the history of subjunctive in German,
see also Richard Schrodt 1983. – The conception of the security nets holds as well for German. Recently,
with the conjunction weil, the position of the verb in the subordinate clause has changed in spoken
language. “Er kommt nicht, weil er ist krank” instead of the written form “. . . weil er krank ist”. But as
soon as the subordinate clause is in ante-position, it is totally impossible to say, even in spoken language:
“weil er ist krank kommt er nicht”. Here inversion in the subordinate clause is inevitable: “Weil er krank
ist, kommt er nicht”.

67“Todos saben que . . . .”
68Badía y Margarit 1953; Bastardas Parera 1953.
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Le donné linguistique est un résultat, et il faut chercher de quoi il résulte69.

On this background a few concluding remarks are in order for discussion.

1. The conception outlined here with the help of the typological view and based on
essentials (1), (2) and (3), is likely to reduce the value of super-, supra-, and ads-
tratum theories in language change70. On the one side, identical problems can
(but do not have to) lead to identical solutions, even without language contact;
on the other hand, the contact between languages with different problems and
different solutions is likely to be without consequences, at least without direct
consequences: According to the translation program developed by Alfonso X
el Sabio, it were the entirely different subordinating techniques of written Ara-
bic that triggered and accelerated the further development of the subordinating
techniques in Spanish (Bossong 1979).

2. Considering essentials (1), (2) and (3), one might presume that an “optimal”
language system should be homogeneously constructed in the sense of word
order typology. Apart from the fact that –as has already been mentioned at the
beginning– an ideal solution for the linearization of pluri-dimensional entities
will never be found, there [330] are at least four reasons to believe that features
fitting into the ideal picture will always occur mixed with other features.

(a) The essentials outlined at the beginning imply the notion of syntactic hi-
erarchy. On the level of the verb and the actants, it is to be expected that
speakers tend to organize the morphological markers in a more or less ho-
mogenous way. But the actants may have a more or less complicated inner
structure (noun + adjective, noun + genitive, noun + relative clause, and
so on); clauses have by definition a structure of their own. On this second
level (and on further levels of syntactic organization), it is unlikely to find
the same principles rigorously applied. The ordering of the actants and the
verb in German clauses is a good example. In this case different ordering
is one of the signals that make clauses stand out against sentences71.

69Benveniste 1966:99-118. The sentence is on p. 117.
70Cp. to this respect for instance Lüdtke 1987 and, above all, Lüdtke 2005.
71In the article cited above Thom 1973. René Thom did already show that different principles of

ordering on different syntactical levels are a good means of distinguishing levels: “Il importe (...) que
les ajouts soient systématiquement perçus comme des ajouts, inférieurs en stabilité au verbe central.
Un des meilleurs moyens d’y parvenir est de leur conférer une typologie opposée à celle de la phrase
nucléaire. En effet, comme le montre par exemple la transformation interrogative, (vient-il?: VS), le
renversement des typologies déstabilise une phrase en produisant sur l’auditeur un effet de choc. De
ce point de vue, l‘inversion de la typologie des ajouts libres est une sorte de tribut que l’ajout libre
paie au verbe central, en signe de vassalité. On pourrait, je crois, montrer que la règle d’inversion de
la typologie des ajouts a pour effet d’augmenter la stabilité sémantique d’une phrase, en diminuant la
possibilité d’apparition d’ambiguïté. . . ” - More recently, Wulf Oesterreicher has developed the same
line of thought in an important contribution (Oesterreicher 1988). In his view, the phenomenon I have
called, in a series of contributions, “the regularity of the irregular”, constitutes one of the factors creating
heterogeneity.
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(b) A second reason for the inhomogeneous character of solutions which can
be observed in particular languages is the phenomenon outlined in my es-
sential (5): The status quo of a language always represents the simultane-
ousness of the non-simultaneous. We have seen that different techniques of
subordination coexist, side be side, in the synchrony of Latin (see the above
Table 1 with its four techniques). Some of these techniques conform to the
new principle of ordering, others do not. It usually takes a very long time
until out-dated solutions disappear totally. Especially the language of writ-
ten culture favors techniques growing more and more obsolete in spoken
language.

(c) So far I have merely spoken of different levels of syntax. But syntax can
be seen as opposed to morphology, morphology as opposed to phonology.
To a certain degree, these different systems have an existence and an evo-
lution of their own72. This may create interferences and irregularities. For
instance Latin A-declension is the prototype for the further evolution of
noun-marking in the Romance languages. The O-declension followed this
evolution with a certain delay, thus creating heterogeneous elements in his-
torical stages of some Romance languages.

(d) In an earlier contribution, I gave some thought to the relationship between
analogy and anomaly in language. In this context, I have applied to lan-
guage the Heraclitean picture of the bow with its diverging ends, main-
tained in a proper balance by the string. One end of the bow of language
is analogy, the other economy. The string which keeps together both ends
corresponds to the goal-orientedness of a language system: it is made for
the sake of communication. Apart from symbolizing the inner tension and
the dynamics of a language system, this picture shows very well the role of
economy as a factor of anomaly in language73.

[331] The four points adduced as reasons for inconsistencies in terms of word
order typology should not be interpreted as factors leading to anarchy or confu-
sion in language systems. There is after all, and of necessity, a great amount of
order in every language system.

The Cologne research group on language universals and language typology hea-
ded by HANSJAKOB SEILER worked out the concept of dimension. Dimensions
are answers to problems of communication faced by every speaker in any lan-
guage. The dimensions of the Cologne research group always imply two opposed
principles and a scale of techniques arranged between these poles. One should

72This conception has been developed especially by Wolfgang U. Dressier on various occasions. The
most thorough elaboration of such ideas may be found in Wanner 2006.

73Raible 1980a, 1983. — On the basis of similar thoughts the late Otmar Werner came to the conclu-
sion that natural language systems tend to be a good mixture of “regular” and “irregular” devices. See,
e. g., Werner 1987.
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now think that the entire scale of techniques could be available at any moment
for all language systems. Instead, languages (or speakers of languages) make
typical choices. As regards the dimension of ‘Apprehension’, Ulrike Kölver put
it like this:

(...) The scale also comprises a certain range of techniques which
largely are mutually exclusive on the plane of individual languages,
that is, they are specific for particular groups of languages74.

In the present context, this means that choices made, e. g., on the level of the
linearization of the actants and the verb reduce the possibility of choices within
the “nominal” or “actantial” domain (or in the domain of “ajouts”, as René Thom
would put it). Choices entail other choices, and this leads to the “clustering” of
techniques and to a typological profile.

3. The present author has shown in another publication that —apart from the spe-
cial case of subject and object clauses— subordination itself is part of a dimen-
sion in the sense of HANSJAKOB SEILER. This dimension is called ‘Junktion’.
The basic task is linking clauses and its two poles are called ‘aggregation’ and
‘integration’. It is, as it were, a dimension between verbiness and nouniness. The
higher the degree of integration of a clause into another, the higher the degree of
nouniness75. The techniques of this dimension can even be seen as a field with
two dimensions – the second one being the relations to be expressed between the
clauses that are linked: essentially conditional, temporal, causal, consecutive, fi-
nal, concessive relations; but also a bulk of others outside this kernel of ‘logi-
cal’ relations. An overall view of such techniques shows above all two things76:
(a) That they are indeed mutually exclusive in many cases, depending on the
particular properties of each language – the techniques of sentence chaining or
switch reference are for instance totally opposed to the indo-european technique
of anaphoric ellipsis. (b) That the evolution of many of the particular techniques
depends on the tasks a language has to fulfill. Written texts of jurists —always
eager to express all possible relations in order not to be misunderstood— are the
domain par excellence for the development of such techniques77.

4. The considerations outlined in this paper might perhaps be a contribution to a
different picture of language and language change. With the help of the line
of thought proposed here, language history and language change might lose

74Kölver 1985.
75The nouniness of many of the relevant techniques is the reason why ‘subordination’, which always

belongs to verbiness, cannot be used as the opposite of the pole of ‘aggregation’, and why ‘integration’
proved to be the adequate term instead.

76A tentative overall view can be found in Raible 1992: 248-252.
77Raible 1992; Raible 1994; Raible 2001. For the evolution of such techniques in Creole languages

cp., e.g., Michaelis 1994; Ludwig 1996.
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their aspect of contingency; to a certain extent, they might become truly un-
derstandable. At the same time it should be clear that a true understanding of
language change makes indispensable a complementary universalistic view of
things, since we have to know the continua —and the whole scales of appropri-
ate techniques which belong to them— in order to understand the meaning of a
choice or a clustering of techniques. This combination of historical with general
linguistics has always distinguished the thinking of Oswald Szemerényi.
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